Graham Orme, new chair of EFSG

We are pleased to announce that Graham Orme, International Director, BRE Global, has been elected as chair of The European Fire & Security Group (EFSG).

Graham will be in post for the next 3 years and aims to further develop the group.

Through the EFSG system of agreements, manufacturers outside and inside Europe can achieve certification in various member states based on test results from a single laboratory.

This helps manufacturers of fire and security products to more easily access European and worldwide markets by obtaining multiple quality certification marks on the basis of one set of tests, therefore saving on cost and time.

Notes to editors

ESFG

The European Fire & Security Group (EFSG) is an association of established certification bodies in Europe specialising in the fire and security sectors. It provides a network of highly experienced certifiers with well-respected quality marks helping manufacturers to access European and worldwide markets.

BRE Global

BRE Global Limited (incorporating LPCB & BREEAM) is an independent third party approvals body offering certification of fire, security and sustainability products and services to an international market. BRE Global’s product testing and approvals are carried out by recognised experts in our world renowned testing laboratories. BRE Global Limited is custodian of a number of world leading brands including:

- LPCB for the approval of fire and security products and services, listed in the Red Books.
- BREEAM the world’s leading environmental assessment method for buildings, sets the standard for best practice in sustainable design and has become the de-facto measure of a building’s environmental performance.